
Dear Professor,

I did not mean to fudge off assignments I do
not fully understand why are you angry I only 
hit a writing streak I hope you will understand
so I am printing this off for you, you see? I 
learned Jason means "he who will heal" and 
whether that promise was meant for myself
or to others I do not know but here is my thesis.
I hope we can make amends.

"you are forgiven of your happiness and your 
successes only if you generously consent to 
share them." -Albert Camus

Empathy.

I am writing about the self
I know through others that 
when I see myself projected
in their idiosyncratic eyes I 
can begin to recognize the
lies that stray me to believe 
my eyes and my eyes only.

ARROWHEADS.

This Book Put Together for the Hell of It by: Jason Young. This little book represents the process of 
writing I have developed over the 1.5 years I have been writing. These poems were all written by accident to 
share with  you. These are my family. These are my children. These are my pocket full of rocks. These are my 
pocket full of arrowheads, if you will. I hope you will appreciate them as I have come to. More information on 
that process is provided in the back. I hope you will find the freedom of expression through writing and the 
creative process as I have. Thanks for interest, and for commenting and reading.

      “be for me like rain.”
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Doubt.

With a spout on either end
mushrooming to a disfigured lid
sand-blue, gooping ooze
a mashed blueberry
seeping rot.

Or like a woman's brain
gnarled to the point of shoulders
it stands like rocks in a mesa 
balanced & hardened
a cloud-stack
glooping with condensation 
on its cool underside.

It ripples the way expanding storms do
grappling outward even as the outwards
suck in, until the vacume of a donut hole is filled 
until its only option is
used up.

drops like mana
drops like rain.

Martha-Grahm- Lamentation, 1956

A child would have to have been quite angry
to draw a dark tower and blue sail 
in hurried crayon at the bottom right-hand corner of this painting.

"Lamentations," 
signed "Godwin."
Does he?

A knotted cross drawn in the middle is
snapped back in the broken finger form of a Viking dragon
with a bigger, darker blue sail beyond
and a red smoking horizon.

The tower is drawn with two 
stick-arms wielding a flag-smear like an axe
Chest out, the dragon huffs onward,
snorting blue.



"Destiny."

She drew the arrow back

until thumb

and feather brushed the eye.

then set it upon the heart

of that Tyrant;

with two devil's horns

and two buzzard's wings

provoking.

And as he beat staccatos into the earth across

the Stadium, she trained the arrow upon his

heart, just a little above-

just a little to the left-

to jam it.

She let slip the fingers

to fly home the point

She missed. and as he charged under it and

upwards to drive

He clipped her cheek, just as smooth as a river-stone

but it was the feet that toppled her

to millions.

Nameless.

I am the one-winged angel.
My one hand grabs roots in an attempt
to hold me to the earth; the other
lifts its fingers to God. in half-flight
I am the bridge between myself
and the lostness; between others.

my one wing beats in desperation
or sometimes it curls inward
to enfold me. I am my own company,
my own admirer, my own lover
but I don't think I am a narcissist.
I am just a bridge.
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The Apprentice.

A byzantine politeness
this metal pot.
Hammered to five flat faces
each a slightly different shade 
of chrome.

You know, it used to be a sign
of mastercraft,
this flatness.

How much attention
and delicacy was paved
into it.

To teach this metal sheet to yield
into five flat faces
over a spoke,

just so.
it retained all its auspices

Concubines.

Hands 
passing up wind
between the finger-leaves

Stantions of a ripe
melody:

Twins
growing close:
two trees.

hanging in one 
cranial shag-

Brotherly thought.
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Again.

We were broken

to be put back together

in a better way.

Again, I couldn't 

apologize enough

for my transgressions,

but I was thankful for the time.

We've grown apart, so lets set 

aside the pieces 

we've broken into

and reconstruct for ourselves

new pieces, to fit new identities.

Blood Brothers.

If I could slip
out of my skin to get to you,
if I could cut
a slit from my throat
down to my belly and crawl 
outside myself to get to you, 
I would.

But I am just a ghost
on paper, I manifest.
And this one’s for the best
way I know how.

So I hope that I cut you
deep in the best of ways
so that we can put our 
wrists together and be.

Apology.

I hopped off my bike
and punched
till you were a mouth
full of gums

And my crown knuckle
was white as your indignant
teeth.

little fucker.

I never met a man
too arrogant to forgive
until you.

I hope you see me clearly now
through your puss pot
eyes.

We were brothers once
my ass.

It's not like it would have costed you
anything to have at least acknowledged peace, 
savage.
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How?

Is it wrong to worship
at your own altar
where i find God
inside?

dare i worship
the skin, the stones,
the mortar, or the
elements therein?

dare i worship
when the sound of him is
so silent, so immutable
silences moves?

Me worship?

Dare I? And
who is to say
when neither
skin, nor stone
nor mortar speak-

Worship the manifestation.
that is all i know.

New Mother.

Why be ashamed?
to stumble suddenly
like a newborn calf
into morning.

It was just moments ago
you were realized

Greenhorn.

But to be poured
onto the earth
arms first
in a dive, to

stumble 
into your first steps
is sacred.

And who could've been there
to catch you
when you fell 
into the field?

Certainly not...
Sadie, with the 
lost look
new mothers have.

Certainly....
to stumble into your first
nakedness is sacred
who could fault you?

Not I.
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Kindred Spirits.

I kept the tears my father cried
into a napkin when he talked
about a poodle named Pewee,
who always returned to play
centerfield and who loved the
game so much he would take 
the ball with him when he ran
to get a drink. This dog would
forget it if we dared continue with
out him. My father cried at the
telling of this story and I kept
his tears as a reminder because
I hope one day my son would think 
enough of me to stop the game
long enough for us to get a drink.



Writing. The Nameless Entity, Reborn. 

I am the one-winged angel.
Wielding a sword in one hand;
the other wields the sky, like music
grasped in its fingertips.

I am "the Nameless"
one-winged angel,
I am just a bridge.

Between the finite and the infinite;
(between you and me)
I keep no secrets.

I've lost them all. I
keep you. And I keep
me.

Focus.

This dumb philosopher

is dancing around his apartment

to this song during finals week!

What does he know? He

never reads He is half-naked

in his arrogance and he sings

terribly! On this rainy day

what does he know? 

He is but a child at 

Twenty- look at him!

His cheeks are red, he

slams his arms in flailing imitation

to a drum beat he does not 

understand. 

He is but a prancer!

He is but fog-brains! 

Is there no textbook who can help him?

No professor with the courage to show him how

to shut up his happiness or I will have to kill him, I will! He is dancing on

top of my head

and I can't!
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(Focus 2) The Gall of the God Contained.

Look at him!

Scrambling up words

like a tower rat

climbing to temple

at the top of Horyuji 

mountain! Who does he think

he is? He is but a monk on a 

stepladder changing a lightbulb,

yet he thinks he has fingered 

heaven, the audacity of he

to mock a hapless God who

we cannot protest to exist inward

from backward, yet who he suspects

he can feel and who thinks he can

call out to by name and by song, this

voiceless parakeet! this shrill cockatoo!

wrap him in a shroud and burn him will you! 

Shut up! Shut up! Shut up! Somebody exhaust him! I am trying

to pass my bar-

mitzvah and how am I expected to study the scriptures 

when the gall of he-who-thinks-he-sits-on-top dances windlessly like 

this?
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To Have Arrived; Dead on Arrival.

The sacred son
I was always scared to
embody for fear I 
would become like him
a realized blasphemer.
Public enemy #1, the outspout,
the outpouring,
who is but a lark.

that noble son, indeed
who dares to step up
to the plate, the one who 
was pegged "the chosen one"
and who "saved" the world while he
was hammered.

Am I doomed to one day become
so outspoken, and to teach others to be
so outspoken that I would be flayed from my skin?

One day, my friends, should you ever seek to flay me too, if ever I stood so much 
apart from myself, if ever I was so much alone that I feared God himself 
might abandon me, that I might soon die starving like a shameless knight
with only my lady's cloth to hide my ding-dong-

If you should choose to slay the voice
I was given to be inspired,
should I ever reach this point, I don't think I will, but 
should I, know this:

That I will have already been too far gone from my body
by that time, so outside myself from the pain and my attachment to this earth that 
the one last snippet would have to be cut by you,
for me.



Lady Coincidence.

I don't believe in coincidence. 
I only believe in two cause-and-effect
lies happening side-by-side, like two 
brothers who happened twice upon the 
same woman while hunting, and who 
followed her to an icy river where they 
crossed to realize she does not exist.

Intimacy.

….stalking that nameless truth

….that worshipful silence
unreachable by words….that
unexplained gesture….the empathy
between the eyes….that sincerest focus….
the worshipful listener….defiles no truth..
speaks no lies to abandon….

Forerunner.

This guy. He looks bored out of his mind, he looks...
bored. with his hat knocked back, and a finger
jammed
to his forehead, he looks dead. 
He jerks. one last palpitation pings on the heart monitor
Stress? His head,
unshouldered
tumbles beneath the seats. 

-Next.
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All Day Epiphanies: On How to Convey Resonant Truths to Readers?

The end of "Destiny," can be read with 3 major meanings. As captured by "she 
missed" and "to Millions" the moment of truth departs from the reader and 
falls away in a crescendo like a rocket into space, at the event horizon, the bulk 
of truth is made suddenly much lighter, much freer, much denser, as it exits; a 
projectile shattered in to ghost meanings, leaving the surety of truth, again, up 
to personal subjectivity and abstractions. Anyways, in my babble speech, I 
thought that was interesting. The Poetic Calamity, shall we say? I or just me. I 
donno what I know.

Its like the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle captured on paper I think. Per-
haps that is one of the common themes in my poetry- you cannot purely ob-
serve a thing and think about a thing. You can "purely" observe in blips before 
you return to projecting emotions and your judgements. Perhaps it all serves 
as a reminder to myself and to others- To perceive in absolutes (obsidian) is 
Bigotry, yet to invite the flexibility of blue (empathy, abstraction, projection, 
subjectivity) to intermingle with the absolutes is to perform the process (blue) 
of inquiry (also blue).


